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ABSTRACT 

 

Analyzing projects from the National Fund of Technology (FONTEC), one of the 

most important programs to finance private R&D in Chile, this paper brings new 

empirical information about interactions between the Chilean Government and the private 

sector to promote technology innovation in Chile. The main conclusions of this analysis 

show how companies developing technology projects can reach better results, measure by 

sales growth, if they establish partnerships during their technology development 

processes. Also it confirms that technology innovation projects related with natural 

resource industries show positive impacts in companies’ sales given the Chile’s 

competitive advantages in these sectors. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Economic theory has mentioned the importance of technology innovation as an 

engine for economic growth for a long time, but only during the last decades efforts have 

been spent to work with technological innovation as an endogenous factor in economic 

growth. Promoters of the new theory of growth have showed that more than a half of US 

economic growth is being created through technological and related innovation, and that 

the key factor behind that innovation is human capital engaged in research and 

development1. Today, extensive international literature supports the significance of these 

two direct factors in economic growth. 

Concepts such as national innovation systems have been required in the policy 

discussions of most developed and emerging countries, having to deal with complex 

interactions between the direct factors, R&D and Human Capital, and a large number of 

government and private indirect factors such as risk capital, intellectual property 

protection systems, accounting standards, fiscal policies, capital markets among many 

others. Some authors today in light of these complex interactions and in a more micro 

approach, are supporting the idea of a third direct factor in technology innovation that 

explains the way R&D and talent come together in an innovation system: the organization 

of science of technology (Bonvillian 2006). 

 

Chile has not been out of this context. High skill education and R&D factors have 

been present in governments agenda during the last 20 years, and government programs 

such as the Fund for the Promotion of Scientific and Technological Development 
                                                      
1 Extensive literature is presented here by authors like Solow and Romer. 
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(FONDEF) and the National Fund of Technology (FONTEC), among others have been 

creating incentives for business and academic sectors to work in areas related with 

technology innovation. Despite these efforts, there is today an increasing consensus about 

the significance for Chile to increase the level and quality of its technological innovation 

efforts to continue its high economic growth path. Empirical studies have shown that 

Chile is spending less in technological innovation (measured as Research and 

Development expenses, R&D) and that investments are less productive (measured in 

patents) than it would correspond according to its GDP per capita (Lederman and 

Maloney, 2003). Chile is the most competitive economy in Latin America according to 

the World Economic Forum Report, however regarding technological innovation factors, 

Chile is staying behind, and those innovation ratios represent the weakest. 

 

Conscious of these insufficient results, from 2006 on Chilean government has 

established technology innovation as one of its four development pillars, duplicating the 

amounts of government R&D investments, and creating a central institution to organize 

and coordinate all those actors involved in technology innovation, the Chilean Innovation 

Council (Consejo Nacional de Innovación para la Competitividad) 2.  Chile today is 

taking serious steps and broader policy discussions about innovation, which is expected 

to end in a clearer and more efficient Chilean National System. 

 

In line with these efforts, this paper brings new empirical information to Chilean 

technology innovation policy designs, in particular analyzing the role of the Chilean 

                                                      
2 This is not an official translation. The Chilean Council, Consejo Nacional de Innovacion para la 
Competitividad, has been operating since November 2005 however the Chilean Congress is still discussing 
a bill to give the Council a permanent status.  
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Government promoting innovation in the business sector. Through econometric analysis, 

this thesis studies what types of projects financed by the National Fund of Technology 

(FONTEC), the most important government program promoting technological innovation 

in Chilean companies, have caused higher impact at company level.  The conclusions of 

this thesis contribute to the current discussion and to the new programs promoting 

technology innovation in the private sector. 
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I.  GOVERNMENT PROGRAMS TO SUPPORT PRIVATE R&D?  

There is a broad consensus within the economic literature about the presence of 

market failures assigning resources to those areas related to technological innovation3. 

Government efforts targeting technology development, both financing projects and 

managing R&D activities, are an irrefutable confirmation that those mechanisms to 

assign resources in technological related areas present market failures in some situations. 

Intrinsic factors related to these kinds of activities would justify government 

participation. 

 

The best known market failure related to technology development is related to its 

public good nature, and consequently its difficulty to exclude other firms from the gains 

of these innovation efforts. The innovation process is a “trial and error” where companies 

make public their competitive advantages. Successful entrepreneurs can capture only a 

fraction of their innovation gains, given that others could replicate them with lower costs, 

reducing incentives for individual firms to develop these kinds of investments. In 

particular, this market failure is present in all pilot research which results could impact in 

the whole industry.  Naturally, this kind of failure gets worse if the conditions where 

entrepreneur operates (such as financial market or government institutions) do not 

possess required resources to support technological innovation activities.  

Economists have proposed incentives through patent programs and government 

subsidies to fulfill the gap between the social and private rate of return in R&D. Policy 

makers by their side, have suggested generating information about opportunities to 

                                                      
3 See Martin, S and J. Scott (2000)   
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entrepreneurs, supporting pre-competitive research, principally when innovation activities 

require important levels of infra technologies4. 

 

A second kind of market failure is related to the establishment of collaborative 

agreements (“research joint ventures”) among different counterparts participating on 

technology innovation activities. Transactions among technology suppliers, researchers, 

distributors, and sellers show important risks disclosuring key information. Firm’s 

responses have been avoiding getting involved in collaborative works, even when they 

recognize its benefits.  

One way to incentivize collaborative work on technology innovations is to focus 

government incentives directly to technology partnerships, such as consortia, that offset 

the risk of collaboration.  

 

Finally, even in a system with an effective patent structure and with a critical number 

of engineers, scientists, and entrepreneurs developing innovations, financial system may 

not be prepared or interested to provide financing to innovative enterprises. Due to a lack 

of market and financial information about R&D activities and start up companies and the 

high cost of obtaining it, “credit information” about technology innovation activities has 

the characteristics of a public good.  

Developing practices and institutions to watch over and validate credit quality of 

innovation projects could give a solution to this market failure, until financial institutions 

can do it by themselves given new expected profits for this additional analysis.  

                                                      
4 Infratechnologies are a diverse set of technical tools that are necessary to efficiently conduct all phases of 
R&D, to control production processes, and to execute marketplace transactions for complex technology-
based goods (Tassey, 1997). 
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Chile has designed different government programs aimed to face the above mentioned 

market failures5. Particularly the role of the National Fund of Technology, FONTEC, has 

focused on this direction, giving monetary incentives to the Chilean private sector in 

order to promote technology innovation activities. 

 

II. NATIONAL FUND OF TECHNOLOGY - FONTEC 

The National Fund of Technology (Fondo Nacional de Desarrollo Tecnológico y 

Productivo,) FONTEC was created in 1992 by the Chilean economic agency CORFO 

(Corporación de Fomento de la Producción), as part of a major Science and Technology 

Program at the national level6.  

 

FONTEC’s mission is to be a catalyst for Chilean firms accelerating their level of 

innovation investments, particularly promoting, guiding, financing, and subsidizing 

technological innovation projects, technology transfer plans, technological infrastructure 

development, and in general fomenting all the R&D process by companies. 

Approximately 70 percent of FONTEC funds are spent on innovation projects and 30 

percent on dissemination projects (technology promotion).  

The Fund is directed towards private companies that provide either goods or services, 

from any sector, and that have showed technical knowledge and management to drive an 

innovation process. In practice, the largest number of grants has been awarded to small 

and medium firms in the area of manufacturing, with agriculture the next most favored 

sector (Science Technology and Innovation in Chile, 1999). 

                                                      
5 For a list of the main Chilean Government programs see Annex 1: Chilean National Innovation System  
6 FONTEC was created as part of a US $90 million Inter-American Development Bank (IDB) loan to 
promote programs funding innovation. 
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FONTEC is an “open call” Program (no annual competitions), present in all the 

Chilean regions. The projects are presented in a specific format and are firstly analyzed 

by specialists to verify its innovator aspect and commercial capacity. Then the Fund 

analysts check the companies’ capability to carry on the innovation and its 

implementation. The projects are accepted or rejected by a board composed by 

representatives of public institutions and private businessmen appointed by the 

government (regularly this board changes with government administration changes). 

Approval time for projects is relatively short, at 40-45 days.  

 

FONTEC’s most important line of support is Line 1: Technological Innovation 

Projects. This line has been designed to support firms on the development of new 

products, goods and services and introduction of new processes across the productive 

process, including commercial models, prototypes and pilot experiences. This Line gives 

funds up to 50% of the project cost and the remaining must be provided by the companies 

themselves.  

 

FONTEC since 2005, after an important CORFO’s realignment, is part of a major 

innovation Fund named Innova Chile7. 

 

1. FONTEC Evaluations 

In general grant recipients have been satisfied with FONTEC's administration and 

regard it as less bureaucratic than the other funds. There is some criticism regarding 
                                                      
7 http://www.corfo.cl/index.asp?seccion=matriz&id=3 (downloaded on  April 2007) 
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FONTEC's understanding of new areas, particularly in the fields of information 

technology, and coordination with other government programs is not well developed 

(Science, Technology, and Innovation in Chile, 1999). Three studies have evaluated the 

impact of FONTEC at national level.  

 

In 1996, taking into account only 15 promising projects of FONTEC, Gerens, an 

independent consultant firm, calculated a net social benefit of the Fund of US$ 23 

millions (Gerens, 1996).  

 

ILADES (Latin American Institute of Social Studies) in 1998 tests the hypothesis if 

beneficiary firms would have developed the innovation projects without the FONTEC 

support. Through an interview analysis most of the firms agree that FONTEC was a key 

partner during the innovation process and that without the Fund’s support they would 

have required much more time developing their innovation activities or simply that they 

would have not done the technological developments. 

 

Finally during 2004, University of Chile generated a major econometric analysis 

comparing a representative sample of FONTEC financed projects, between 1999 and 

2002, with a control group (Benavente, 2004).  The main conclusion of the analysis was 

that FONTEC had a positive impact in those beneficiary companies principally as a result 

of the introduction of new productive processes and new products to the market in higher 

proportion than the control group. These activities in turn were reflected in the FONTEC 
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companies with higher ratios of sales and employment growth relative to the control 

group (16.9% and 18.9% higher respectively).  

 

Figure 1: Difference between FONTEC companies and control group, impact on 

Sales and Employment 
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This last evaluation about FONTEC’s grants is an important base of data and 

information for this paper.  

 

III. THE MODEL 

Considering the positive evaluations about FONTEC’s role in promoting technology 

innovation in Chile, the goal of this thesis is to analyze what kind of FONTEC projects, 

and more specifically what characteristics of these projects, has caused higher impact at 

the company level. Thus, the unit of observation in this analysis is the FONTEC projects.  

 

The primary dependent variable is the company sales growth as a measure of impact 

of the FONTEC projects at company level. Among all the available variables to measure 
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impact in the companies8, sales growth is the only variable not directly influenced by 

FONTEC financing9, changes more quickly than other variables of impact10, and is one 

of the statistically significant variables in the last FONTEC evaluation explaining 

differences between FONTEC companies and the control group (Benavente 2004).   

The variable employment growth is used as a secondary dependent variable, principally 

because it was also a statistically significant variable in the last FONTEC evaluation 

(same point than with sales growth). However we need to be careful because first, 

employment growth could be directly influenced by FONTEC financing11, and, second, 

because employment is a variable that presents important levels of rigidity in the 

economy (Tung Liu and Lee C. Spector, 2003) 12. 

Each one of these two dependent variables are expressed by three different ratios: a) 

growth ratio: an interval ratio variable representing companies’ percent growth between 

1998 and 2002 (sales growth and employ growth); b) growth over control group: a 

dummy variable equals to 1 if percent growth of the FONTEC companies, between 1998 

and 2002, was over the average percent growth of the control group used in the last 

FONTEC evaluation (Benavente 2004)  (sales growth control and employ growth 

control); c) growth over average: a dummy variable equals to 1 if percent growth of the 

FONTEC companies, between 1998 and 2002, was over the average percent growth of 

                                                      
8 See section V.a for more information about the data source. 
9 Variables of impact such as employment or investment could be directly increased by FONTEC grants. 
Sales growth is a result of companies’ operations. 
10 All the companies considered for this analysis (see section V.b) finished their FONTEC projects between 
1999 and 2002, the same period during which companies’ performances were measured. In consequence, a 
quick response variable like sales is very useful to measure impact at company level. 
11 See footnote 8  
12 The results from the short-run analysis of Liu and Spector show that the dynamic adjustment of 
production workers is consistent with business cycles. However, the adjustment of non production workers 
is relatively fixed, lags behind the shocks over business cycle changes, and exhibits the quasi-fixed factor 
property. 
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the same FONTEC companies during the same period (sales growth average and employ 

growth average). 

 

The group of factors as determinants of sales and employment growth are divided in 

to two: a) factors related to project characteristics, our main variables of interest, and b) 

factors related to company characteristics, which are control variables. 

Given that most of the data is cross section, ordinary least squares for the interval ratio 

dependent variables and both probit or logit models for dummy dependent variables are 

the most appropriate models13.  

 

IV. THE DATA 

To implement this analysis, this paper compiled the most detailed and comprehensive 

data available of FONTEC projects and its impacts. The following two were the major 

data sources for this thesis:   

 

a) Company impact database: the impacts of the projects at the company level 

were estimated from the database generated by the above mentioned University of 

Chile’s evaluation about FONTEC. In that study, 219 Chilean companies financed 

by FONTEC and 220 Chilean companies without any support from the Program 

(as a control group) were interviewed about their performances and main results 

from their operations between 1998 and 2002. The sample was stratified to obtain 

industrial and regional representation and it only considered those companies 

                                                      
13 The final models in stata are run with dprobit commands, which performs probit regressions, but instead 
of reporting the coefficient b, it reports estimated discrete change, P(Y = 1 | X = 1) - P(Y = 1 | X = 0) = 
&Phi(a+b) - &Phi(a), which allow comparing the substantive impact of each variable.   
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whose projects finished between July 1999 and September 2002. The questions of 

the interviews were organized in three main areas: (a) identification and economic 

characterization of the company; (b) competitive performance; and (c) business 

management and technological innovation. Indices b) and c) reflect respectively 

the quantitative and qualitative impacts of the projects in the companies.  

 

Table 1: FONTEC evaluation sample 
Variables Total sample % of response qualitative 

information 

% of response quantitative 

information 

FONTEC companies 219 100% (219) 60% (131) 

Control companies 220 100% (220) 48% (106) 

 

For the analysis of this paper, only the data about the FONTEC companies were 

used. 

b) Project database: the information about FONTEC projects was collected from 

the Fund’s records. In 2004 all the Fund’s application forms from the companies 

were digitalized in one database with 1,318 projects. The main available 

information can be divided in two groups: (a) project information: project extent, 

total cost of project and the cost financed by FONTEC; region of Chile and the 

industrial sector where the project was applied; type of innovation; and type of 

partnership during the project development; and (2) company information: 

company size; Chilean region where the company is located; industrial sector 

where the company is operating; number of FONTEC projects made by the 

company before the project under analysis; and company age14. 

 

                                                      
14 All descriptive statistics of the Project Database in Annex 3: Descriptive Statistics Project Database 
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In order to relate the projects’ characteristics with their impacts, the two databases 

were combined with 103 projects.  

After combining the databases, only two projects in the combined database had 

companies located out of the metropolitan region (RM). We decided to drop both projects 

and analyze only companies located in the RM, losing national representation but 

increasing internal consistency of the sample15. Also it was considered that Chile is a 

very centralized economy, where more than 50% of the GDP is generated by the RM16, 

consequently for a firm being located in Santiago makes a big difference. In fact, in the 

last FONTEC evaluation (Benavente 2004) the most important variable explaining 

differences in sales and employment growth, between FONTEC projects and the control 

group, was if the company was or not located in the metropolitan region.  

In this way, analyzing only companies located in the RM allow this paper being focused 

in more specific factors impacting company performances17.  

 

V. HYPOTHESIS DEVELOPMENT 

The main question of this thesis is “What characteristics of FONTEC projects have 

caused higher impact at company level?” To answer it we focused our analysis on the 

main factors characterizing FONTEC projects, which are: project partnerships, type of 

innovation, and industrial sector of the projects. Four hypotheses have been developed 

from these variables. 

 
                                                      
15 The final number of observations running the regression is smaller than 101 due to a lack of sale and 
employment data from companies. Using sales growth as dependent variable the total sample is 91, and 
using employment growth the total sample is 89. 
16 Instituto Nacional de Estadísticas de Chile, 2000 (http://www.ine.cl/canales/chile_estadistico/home.php 
- downloaded on April 2007). 
17 All descriptive statistics in Annex 2: Descriptive Statistics Project - Impact Database. 
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1. Technology partnering and Inter industry cooperation 

Strategic technology partnering is the establishment of cooperative agreements 

focused at joint innovative efforts or technology transfer that can have an effect on the 

product market positioning of the participating companies (Hageddorn and Shakenraad, 

1994, Ecer 2002). In industries experiencing rapid technological change, a single 

company rarely has the full range of expertise needed to offer timely and cost effective 

new product innovations (Teece, 1986).  

Strategies to reduce development costs, risks of product introduction and access to 

technology know-how, have led firms to strategic alliance and cooperative ventures 

(Webster 1992), increasing integration of R&D, marketing, engineering, and design. 

Firms in this way can externally source some knowledge and technology in order to 

concentrate on their competitive advantage. The theoretical basis of these ventures lies in 

interorganizational exchange behavior that, given functional specialization and a scarcity 

of resources, organizations exchange for mutual benefit (Bucklin and Sengupta 1993).  

 

Economic performance changes at companies through strategic technology partnering 

have not been subject to extensive empirical research. Hagedoorn and Schakenraad in 

1994 found evidence that the content and direction of strategic linkages do significantly 

influence profitability in several industrial branches. The results of their empirical 

analysis indicate that companies concentrating on R&D cooperation have significant 

higher rates of profit. Griliches and Lichtenberg (1984) confirm that significant 

interindustry relationship between total factor productivity growth and R&D has larger 

coefficients with outsourced R&D than with own components.  
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A widely used partnership strategy, in technology based industries, has been linkages 

between firms with universities (Peters et al, 1998). Despite very little information about 

the cost and the benefits that firms achieve from establishing links with universities, 

especially in their R&D operations, many authors agree that university business links can 

improve the firm’s innovative output and financial performance (Peters et al, 1998). 

Given the high cost of innovation, developing links with universities can be strategically 

advantageous for the firms in reducing costs.  

In the Chilean context, Benavente (2002) shows that Chilean companies with R&D 

government grants, which had with universities increased their R&D investments in 83% 

(between 1995 and 1998) more than those companies who didn’t have university 

partners. Further more, those companies that did some kind of agreements with 

universities incremented their worker productivity in 88% over those companies without 

university links.  

 

The factors regarding inter industry cooperation follows a similar pattern from other 

point of view. Calantone, Di Benedetto, and Meloche (1988) found that successful 

product innovations frequently were revolutionary and originating outside the industry. 

While incremental innovations often originate from inside the firm and are derived 

largely from the experience of people within the firm, a major innovation is often viewed 

as disruptive to established investments (D’Aveni, 1994). A major change would affect 

the goals and the current control systems of the companies, leaving changes often without 

a constituency. Incremental innovation often reinforces the existing structure. This bias of 

an industry toward conservatism and incremental change offers opportunities for 
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invasions of the existing market to substitute products from firm outside industry (Porter, 

1990). Kotabe and Swan (1995) show that products from technology sectors introduced 

in industries outside the firms’ industry have a tendency to be more innovative than 

products introduced within the firm’s industry.  

 

In summary both technology partnering and inter industry cooperation should cause 

positive impact at company level. 

 

Hypothesis 1: Companies which had linkage with some strategic partners during the 

FONTEC project development obtained higher impact measured by sales and 

employment growth. 

 

Hypothesis 2: Companies which had linkage with partners outside of the company’s 

industry during the FONTEC project development obtained higher impact measured by 

sales and employment growth. 

 

The variable to measure technology partnering was generated from the original 

project database. Originally this variable was divided in six types of partnerships: i) no 

partnership: the project was entirely developed by the company, ii) partnership: the 

company did some kind of partnership in the project development, which in turn is 

divided in five categories: private company, university, technological institute, specific 

consultant, or more than one partner. Avoiding working with too many dummy variables 
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in the regressions, we have generated one dummy variable partner equals to 1 if the 

project was developed by the company with at least one partner.  

For the inter industry cooperation factor a new variable was generated intersecting the 

industrial sector where the FONTEC companies were operating and the industrial sector 

where the project was applied (if sectors don’t coincide implies inter industry 

cooperation). same sector is a dummy variable equals to 1 if the industrial sector where 

the project was applied coincides with the industrial sector of the company, or in other 

words there was no inter industry cooperation.  

 

2. Type of innovation: Product Innovation – Process Innovation  

Product innovation could be considered as the creation of new goods and services, 

while process innovation leads to a reduction in the cost of producing existing products 

(Bonanno and Haworth 1995). Differentiation between product and process innovation 

related with company performance has received very little attention in the literature, 

instead most of the literature relates product and process innovation with the specific 

environments faced by companies. Bonanno and Haworth (1995), Jan Boone (2000) and 

Rosenkrantz (1995) related type of innovation with level and pressures of company 

competition in markets. Fritsch and Meschede (2001) show the relation between process 

and product innovation depending on company size and Thomas Cleff and Klaus 

Rennings (1999) related type of innovation with national regulation frameworks faced by 

the private sector.  
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To the best of my knowledge the only two studies relating type of innovation with 

company performance were found in Chile (Benavente 2002 and Benavente 2004a). In 

the first analysis the author shows that product innovation was one the variables 

explaining why companies financed by FONTEC had higher rates of sales and 

employment growth compared with a control group. In the second study, both product 

innovation and process innovation were related to higher worker productivity in 

companies which invested in R&D, however its effects were small and very similar 

between both product and process innovation.  

 

Literature review is not conclusive about the relation between process and production 

innovation with company performance, and, despite historically product innovation has 

been more related with radical innovation, meaning a completely new line of business for 

a company (which in turn should bring a new wave of sales to the company), today, in a 

world of modular production, innovation can occur at any point in the supply chain 

(Berger 2006), taking process innovation higher significance.  

 

Hypothesis 3: Project related with product innovation obtained higher impact measured 

by sales and employment growth. 

 

FONTEC divides technological innovation in three types: a) product innovation, b) 

process innovation, and c) incorporation of new species (principally related to natural 

resource areas). To simplify this division, and relate it to international definitions, 
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incorporation of new species was considered as product innovation18, resulting in one 

dummy variable, process innovation, equals to 1 if the project did an innovation in the 

productive process.  

 

3. Natural resources: Chilean competitive advantage  

Chile is a clear natural resource based economy with more than 80% of its exports 

from NNRR related activities19: Chile is the world’s biggest producer and exporter of 

cooper, with 37.4% of the global production. In aquaculture, Chile is currently the 

world’s second largest farmed salmon producer, after Norway, and regarding agricultural 

products Chile has enjoyed a record growth in diversification, production and investment, 

being first worldwide in grapes and blueberries and second in avocados, prunes, and 

raspberries. Other sectors such as food industry, forestry and livestock are prominent 

areas too.  

The famous “curse of natural resources”, the observation that countries rich in natural 

resources tend to show poor economic performance, has been shown empirically and 

analyzed in a number of studies (Sachs and Warner 2001). These studies have emerged as 

evidence accumulated on the poor growth experience of resource-rich countries (mainly 

from Latin American countries, and applicable for Chile). 

Last empirical studies, however, have begun to change the direction of this negative 

correlation when controlling by idiosyncratic characteristics of the countries such as 

property right system, education, and learning capacity (Maloney, 2002). De Ferranti, 

Perry, Lederman, and Maloney in 2002 show how Australia, Canada, Finland, Sweden 

                                                      
18 By definition new species represents new products too.  
19 Dirección de Relaciones Económicas Internacionales, 2000 (www.direcon.cl)  
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and the United States have built their current richness over natural resource abundance. 

These countries following technology intensive efforts have combined natural resource 

abundance with high growth rates. 

Consequently, if Chile has its competitive advantages in natural NNRR sectors, and 

projects done by companies under the FONTEC program are by nature technology 

intensive, it seems that those projects related to NNRR will generate higher impact in the 

companies.  

 

Hypothesis 4: FONTEC projects related to natural resources areas generated higher 

impact at company level than other industrial sectors measured by sales and employment 

growth.  

 

Two variables could be used to test this hypothesis: the industrial sector where the 

company is operating and the industrial sector where the project was applied.  Both 

variables originally were divided in 29 different sectors and avoiding working with too 

many dummy variables in the regressions, the 29 sectors where grouped in 4 dummy 

variables: natural resources, industry, hightech, and services20 (therefore we have 4 

dummies for company sector and 4 dummy variables for project sector). The problem is 

that using both kind of variables, project and company sector, brings collinearity 

problems with the variable same sector (see section VI. 1). In light of this problem we 

decided to remove the dummy variables related to project sector. We have assumed that 

companies operating in NNRR areas have more probability to apply their R&D projects 

in NNRR areas too. In this way NNRR company sector is a kind of proxy of NNRR 
                                                      
20 See sector aggregation table in Annex 3: Industrial Sector Aggregation Table 
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project sector21. Therefore, hypothesis 4 is tested by the dummy variables industry, 

services, NNRR, and hightech, each one equals 1 if the company operates in industry 

sector, service sector, NNRR sector, or hightech sector consequently.  

 

4. Control variables for project and company characteristics22  

4.1 Total cost of project and Cost financed by FONTEC 

The first represents the effective total cost of the project, covering projects with USD 

30m to USD 500m of total cost. Project cost is very related to the nature of each project, 

so it is not clear the expected sign. Fontec financing corresponds to the total cost of the 

project granted by FONTEC, and it should have similar non significant pattern. Both 

variables are significantly correlated, so we drop one of them to avoid collinearity 

problems. 

 

4.2 Company size  

In the database there are different companies ranging from start up companies with 

annual sales of USD 15m to companies with sales of USD 150mm. This variable is 

represented by company annual average sales, between 1998 and 2002. The expected 

sign of company size is not clear given that greater companies are more prepared to 

growth at higher rates; however start up companies, given its small size (low base of 

growth comparison) could present higher rates of growth.  

 

 

                                                      
21 In fact NNRR of company sector has a positive and statistically significant correlation with same sector. 
See correlation table at Annex 4: Independent Variable Significant Correlations  
22 See Annex 5: Final dependent Variables  
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4.3 Region of the company 

As it was mentioned above, after combining the impact and the project database most 

of the companies were located in RM, reason why it was decided to focus the entire 

analysis to RM companies (see section V. for deeper discussion). 

 

4.4 Region of Chile where the project was applied 

Chile is divided into 13 Regions23. In order to avoid working with too many 

dummies, and given the importance of the metropolitan region (capital) in Chile24, one 

dummy variable was generated, which equals to 1 if the project was applied in the 

metropolitan region (RM). RM is expected to have positive impact in sales and 

employment, first because the above mentioned importance of RM in Chile, and second 

because all the companies in the sample are from Santiago, allowing companies being 

closer to their project implementations, with all efficiencies and cost savings that a closer 

location generates. 

 

VI. RESULTS 

 

1. Sales Growth as dependent variable  

The following tables present the results from the regressions with sales growth as 

dependent variable. Table 2 presents the results from the OLS model and Table 3 from 

                                                      
23 This year the Chilean Government approved two new Regions, Arica and Valdivia, making it 15 
Regions. 
24 See section V. for further discussion. 
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the Probit models25. All the models with sales as dependent variable are very significant, 

and in general all variables present the expected signs. 

 

Table 2: OLS Model, sales percent growth  

as dependent variable 

Variables  Coef. 

Company size 
-1.13e-08** 
(5.04e-09) 

RM 
0.5508*** 
(0.217) 

NNRR 
1.1251*** 
(0.414) 

Industry 
0.7216** 
(0.322) 

Services 
0.6647 
(0.345) 

Same sector 
-0.2730 
(0.200) 

Partner 
0.0299 
(0.289) 

Process innovation  
-0.0596 
(0.192) 

Fontec financing 
-1.1404 
(1.223) 

_cons 
-0.0851 
(0.468) 

Number of observations 91 
Prob > F 0.0556 
R-squared 0.1251 

Std Dev in parenthesis 
*: p<0.1        **: p<0.05        ***: p<0.01 
 

 

 

The variable partner (hypothesis 1) appears in the three models with the positive 

expected sign: if a company developed a FONTEC project with at least one partner it has 

higher likelihood to increase sales than a company that developed the project alone. 

Partner is significant (p < 0.05) only in the second model, comparing the results of the 

companies with the control group, with a coefficient of 0.2672. 

  

                                                      
25 All other regression outcomes are in Annex 6: Sales Growth Regressions 
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Table 3: Probit models, sales percent growth over  

control group and over sales growth average. 

Variables 

df/dx 
Over Control 
Group 

df/dx 
Over Average sales 
percent growth 

Company size 
0.0000 
(0.000) 

0.0000*** 
(0.000) 

RM 
0.4825*** 
(0.121) 

0.3453*** 
(0.102) 

NNRR 
0.5920*** 
(0.103) 

0.6700*** 
(0.171) 

Industry 
0.6721*** 
(0.181) 

0.4088 
(0.251) 

Services 
0.4760* 
(0.207) 

0.2767 
(0.276) 

Same sector 
-0.3045** 
(0.124) 

-0.2191* 
(0.131) 

Partner 
0.2672** 
(0.133) 

0.0838 
(0.126) 

Process innovation 
0.0183 
(0.116) 

-0.0671 
(0.113) 

Fontec financing 
-1.1405 
(0.733) 

-0.6118 
(0.703) 

   
Number of observations 91 91 
Prob > chi2 0.0066 0.0081 
Pseudo R-squared 0.1965 0.1558 
 

 

The negative sign of same sector (hypothesis 2) is reflecting the positive impact of 

inter industry cooperation between companies developing project, as it was expected. The 

variable is significant compared with the control group and with the average sales of 

FONTEC companies. 

Process innovation (hypothesis 3) has a positive sign in the three models, however 

it doesn’t present significance in any model. The hypothesis 3 is rejected.   
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Finally NNRR (hypothesis 4), as it was expected, has a positive sign, it is very 

significant (p < 0.01) in the all the three models, and it is the most relevant variable in the 

three models in terms of substantive impact26. 

 

The rest of the control variables present significances and signs as expected.  

 

2. Employment Growth as dependent variable  

The following tables present the results from the regressions with employment 

growth as dependent variable. Table 4 presents the results from the OLS model and Table 

5 from the Probit models27. In terms of overall regression significance, only the model 

comparing FONTEC companies with the control group is statistically significant (p < 

0.05). 

In general variables present the same expected signs than in the sales growth 

models, however there is no statistically significance.  

 

Table 4: OLS Model, employment percent  

growth as dependent variable 

Variables  Coef.  

Company size 
-9.18e-09  
(4.34e-09)  

RM 
0.2757 
(0.184)  

NNRR 
0.6464 
(0.375)  

Industry 
0.3817 
(0.239)  

Services 
0.1917 
(0.184)  

Same sector 
-0.2406 
(0.190)  

                                                      
26 Model 2, NNRR is the second most important variable after industry. 
27 All other regression outcomes are in Annex 7: Employment Growth Regressions 
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Partner 
0.2016 
(0.162)  

Process innovation  
-0.0392 
(0.135)  

Fontec financing 
0.5430 
(0.866)  

_cons 
-0.4712 
(0.358)  

Number of observations 89 

Prob > F 0.6741 

R-squared 0.0989 

 

 

Table 5: Probit models, employment percent growth over  

control group and over employment growth average. 

 

 

 

Variables  

df/dx 
Over Control 
Group 

df/dx 
Over Average sales 
percent growth 

Company size 
-2.39e-09 
(4.04e-09) 

-2.43e-08 
(9.74e-09) 

RM 
-0.0818 
(0.103) 

0.0967 
(0.109) 

NNRR 
0.1983 
(0.107) 

0.2256 
(0.305) 

Industry 
0.3568** 
(0.162) 

0.1860 
(0.229) 

Services 
0.1999 
(0.139) 

0.0537 
(0.228) 

Same sector 
-0.2616*** 
(0.081) 

-0.0353 
(0.115) 

Partner 
0.1435 
(0.1193) 

0.0871 
(0.106) 

Process innovation  
0.0374 
(0.084) 

0.0352 
(0.097) 

Fontec financing 
0.9725* 
(0.546) 

0.9154 
(0.583) 

   
Number of observations 89 89 
Prob > chi2 0.0348 0.1879 
Pseudo R-squared 0.1629 0.098 

As it was discussed in IV., employment presents some levels of stickiness in the 

economy, probably reason why it doesn’t follow similar pattern than sales28. The 

significance of the second model could be related with the increase of new employees 

                                                      
28 Most of the econometric analyses analyzing employment as dependent or independent variable work with 
a lagged variable of employment. For this paper there was not enough data to generate a lagged variable for 
this variable. 
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directly hired by FONTEC grants, causing a significant difference with the control group 

(especially for those small companies)29.  

 

VII. DISCUSSION 

Given the lack of significance in the models with employment growth as dependent 

variable, further discussion will consider only those models with sales growth as 

dependent variable.    

 

1. Hypothesis 1 and 2: Partnership and Inter industry cooperation 

Both variables partner and same sector present expected signs and significances: 

Those companies that developed FONTEC project with strategic partners show higher 

likelihood to increase sales, and if the project involved inter industry cooperation, the 

likelihood to increase sales is even higher. As it was discussed in the section VI.1, 

literature review supports both conclusions. 

However, neither partnership nor inter industry variables present significance across 

all the three models. Looking for a more robustness analysis, both variables were 

analyzed through different sales growth levels. The original dummy variables (sales 

growth over control and over sales average growth) were cut at 15.1% and 41.9% of 

sales growth. Now for this statistical analysis, new cuts for dummies were done between 

0% and 55% of sales growth. 

 

 

 

                                                      
29 The employment variable considers only permanent employees; however a company could expect that 
new employees hired by FONTEC grant will be permanent.  
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Figure 2: Partner significance 
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Figure 3: Same sector significance 
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As it is showed in the figures above, between the range of 30% and 40% of sales 

growth both variables present high p values, breaking in both cases a significant pattern, 

explaining why there is no significance in the three models. An alternative solution to 

analyze in detail this lack of significance is add more projects whose companies present 

positive sales growth rate higher than 30%.   
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Two possible limitations were discovered analyzing these variables. First the 

partner variable could be presenting some problems of endogeneity: what would happen 

if those projects presenting more interesting sales growth projections are those who 

attract more partners to work together? An alternative solution here is to find an 

instrumental variable for partner30.  

Second the same sector variable could present some level of measurement error. 

Because the variable was generated intersecting the industrial sector of the company with 

the industrial sector of the project (see sectionVI.1), it could be that despite both sectors 

coincide the company worked equally with partners from other industries, meaning inter 

industry cooperation, too. It is important to mention that there is a significant negative 

correlation between same sector and partner, evidencing that possible levels of 

measurement error for same sector are small.  

 

Finally, it is important to remember that both variables represent aggregated forms 

of cooperation. Authors like Hagedoorn, Shakenraad, Kotabe, and Swan (1994 and 1995) 

among others are analyze firm cooperation in technology industries including different 

types of alliances (vertical, horizontal, joint venture, outsourcing) and different types of 

institutions (universities, competitors, technological institutes, government lab). A more 

detailed analysis by institution and type of partnership should be the next step after this 

thesis.    

 

 

                                                      
30 An instrumental variable should be correlated with partner, but not correlated with the residual of the 
original regression with partner.       
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2. Hypothesis 3: Type of Innovation  

The hypothesis 3 about type of innovation was rejected, process innovation doesn’t 

present any significance in any of the three models. This result in part was expected as it 

was mentioned in point VI.2. Probably both process and product innovation are more 

related with the nature and context of the project than with economic performance. 

Analyzing the significance of process innovation across different sales growth averages 

confirms the no significance trend of the variable (same analysis than VIII.1). 

 

Figure 4: Process innovation significance 
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One more point to clarify here is that product innovation as a factor appeared being 

significant in the FONTEC evaluation (2004) explaining differences between FONTEC 

companies and the control group. It is important to mention that the variable used in this 

paper and the variable used in the FONTEC evaluation are different. This paper, as it was 

mentioned in the VI.2, generated the variable process innovation from the project 

characterization made by FONTEC. In turn the FONTEC evaluation generated the type 
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of innovation variable from company information (being 1 if company confirmed that 

product innovation had occurred during the FONTEC project development). 

 

3. Hypothesis 4: Natural resources  

NNRR presents the expected positive sign and it was very significant in the three 

models: Those companies that developed FONTEC project related with NNRR sectors 

show higher likelihood to increase sales. In fact, NNRR counts with the most important 

substantive effect in sales growth among all the variables (see table 2 - 4). 

Complementing the regression results with a statistic analysis across sales growth means, 

the significant pattern is confirmed. 

 

Figure 5: Natural resource significance 
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According the Figure 5 after 50% of sales growth it seems that most of the 

projects are related with NNRR sectors, thus NNRR loose significance as predictor of 

sales growth. 
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There is one possible limitation analyzing NNRR related to measurement error. 

Because the industrial sector variable was originally divided in 29 sectors, the 

aggregation in four dummy variables could have included or excluded projects from 

NNRR sector not reflecting the real sectors of the projects. 

 

It is important to highlight also that industry presents positive impacts in sales 

growth and significance in two models. In fact, comparing FONTEC companies with the 

control group, industry presents the same significance than NNRR and even higher 

substantive impact. One possible explanation is that the most important industries in 

Chile are related with NNRR and in consequence industry presents same positive and 

significant impact pattern in companies than NNRR. A further analysis of the impact of 

different sectors should work with a more disaggregated level of sectors (differentiating 

for example industries related and not related with NNRR). 

 

Finally, given that the included sectors in the regression present all positive signs 

and that the constant is negative (see table 2) means that the higtech sector (not included) 

presents a negative impact at company level measured by sales growth. This negative 

impact would be supported by the financial crisis suffered by technology industries 

during the analysis period of this paper, 1998 – 2002. 
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4. Final discussion points 

From the results of this analysis it is possible to go further and work with more 

disaggregated independent variables in particular for industrial sectors and type of 

partnerships.  

Also next steps from this paper should include data at national level, not only the 

Metropolitan Region and work with different and more specific variables of impact such 

as company profit or operational revenues. 

 

VIII. CONCLUSIONS 

Chile today is taking serious steps and broad policy discussions about technology 

innovation, which is expected to end in a more clear and efficient Chilean National 

System. In 2006, the Chilean government established technology innovation as one of its 

four development pillars, duplicating the amounts of government R&D investments, and 

creating a central institution to organize and coordinate all those actors involved in 

technology innovation.   

Organizing and promoting technology innovation in a country is a multifaceted 

process that involves complex interactions between factors like R&D and Human Capital 

and a large number of government and private indirect factors such as intellectual 

property protection systems, accounting standards, fiscal policies, capital markets, 

cultural contexts, among many others.  

Here this thesis brings new empirical information about interactions between the 

Chilean Government and the business sector, in particular how the Government can better 

promote technology innovation areas within Chilean companies.  
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The main conclusions of this analysis show how companies developing technology 

projects can reach better results, measure by sales growth, if they establish partnerships 

during their technology development processes. Also it confirms that technology 

innovation projects related with natural resource sectors show positive impacts in 

company’s sales given the Chile’s competitive advantages in these sectors. 

 

Both conclusions help support recent initiatives followed by Chilean governments 

and the private sector in order to promote technology innovation. Perhaps the most 

significant program to name is the Technology Company Consortia (Consorcios 

Tecnológicos Empresariales) led by the Chilean Science and Technology Council 

(CONICYT). Much in line with the results of this paper, these company consortia have 

been looking for getting universities, the Government, and private sectors together, 

mainly around NNRR related sectors. Cooperation and Chile’s competitive advantages 

are the drivers. 
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IX. APPENDIXES   

 

Appendix 1: Components of the Chilean Innovation System 

 

 
Source: El Sistema Chileno de Innovación, Background Report, OECD, Mayo 2006  
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Appendix 2: Descriptive Statistics Project – Impact Database 

 

  Observations Mean Std. Dev Min Max 
Dependent Variables           
sales growth 91 0.41939 0.870855 -1 4 
sales growth control 91 0.56044 0.499083 0 1 
sales growth average 91 0.384615 0.4892 0 1 
            
employ growth 90 0.195144 0.68642 -1 4 
employ growth control 90 0.3 0.460825 0 1 
employ growth average 90 0.766667 0.425322 0 1 
            
Independent variables           
company size 100 3,376,237 9,215,389 7,240 66,500,000 
RM 101 0.693069 0.463521 0 1 
NNRR 101 0.207921 0.407844 0 1 
Industry 101 0.425743 0.496921 0 1 
Services 101 0.316832 0.467562 0 1 
High-tech 101 0.049505 0.218002 0 1 
same sector 101 0.623762 0.486857 0 1 
Partner 101 0.762376 0.42775 0 1 
process innovation 101 0.534654 0.501286 0 1 
fontec financing 101 0.355347 0.084801 0 1 
project duration 92 13.08696 6.678903 3 36 
project total cost 101 79,208.82 46,060.96 18,522 256,192 
company_age 95 23.90526 20.40863 3 98 
number fontec projects 100 1.11 0.399368 1 3 
NNRR application 101 0.316832 0.467562 0 1 
industry application 101 0.435644 0.498314 0 1 
services application 101 0.237624 0.42775 0 1 
hightech application 101 0.009901 0.099504 0 1 
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Appendix 3: Industrial sector aggregation table  

 

 

Industry Sector Aggregation Sector 
Natural resources NNRR 
Industry Industry 
Transport industry Services 
Financial services Services 
Software High tech 
Other services Services 
Tourisms Services 
Trade Services 
Entertainment Services 
Building and construction industry Industry 
Traditional agriculture NNRR 
Fruit industry NNRR 
Wine NNRR 
Livestock NNRR 
Forestry NNRR 
Fishing industry NNRR 
Aquaculture NNRR 
Salmon NNRR 
Mining NNRR 
Energy NNRR 
Food  Industry 
Forestry manufacturing Industry 
Metal mechanic industry Industry 
Electronics High tech 
Pharmaceutical Industry High tech 
IT High tech 
Biotechnology High tech 
Other agriculture NNRR 
Environmental Technology High tech 
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Appendix 4: Independent variable significant correlations  

 
Significant 
Correlations Company_size RM Industry Services Hightech NNRR Same_sector partner 
Company_size 1               
RM   1 0.35     -0.29   -0.27 
Industry   0.35 1         -0.225 
Services        1     -0.26   
Hightech         1   -0.199   
NNRR   -0.29       1 0.24   
Same_sector       -0.26 -0.199 0.24 1 -0.24 
Partner   -0.27 -0.225       -0.24 1 
process innovation                 
Project total cost                 
%Fontec_financing                 
Number_fontec projects             -0.2   
Company_age 0.44               
Project_duration                 

 
Significant 
Correlations 

process 
innovation 

Project 
total cost 

% Fontec 
financing 

N. fontec 
projects Company_age Project_duration 

Company_size         0.44   
RM             
Industry             
Services              
Hightech             
NNRR             
Same_sector       -0.2     
Partner             
process innovation 1           
Project total cost   1 -0.69       
%Fontec_financing   -0.69 1       
Number_fontec projects       1     
Company_age         1   
Project_duration           1 
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Appendix 5: Final dependent Variables 

 

From the independent variables described in Annex 2, the following ones were dropped from the 

final regressions: 

 

Project duration: It represents the effective time that each project required to be implemented. It 

is expressed in number of months with a minimum of 3 and maximum of 36 months. The 

effective time of each project is very related to the nature of the project31, reason why project 

duration is not expected to have any significance impact in sales and employment. 

 

Number of Fontec projects: It represents the number of Fontec projects made by the companies 

(without considering the project in analysis by this paper). It doesn’t present enough variability 

(min 1, max 2) reason why was dropped from the final regressions. 

 

 

Company age: Company age is the number of years from the company’s first year of 

operation to the year 2003, representing the experience of the companies. Company age 

was removed from the final regression because it is significantly correlated with company 

size32. 

 

Project total cost: see section VI. 4.1 for further discussion.  

 

NNRR application, Industry application, Services application and Hightech application: 

see section VI.3 for further discussion. 

 

                                                      
31 For example, those projects related with NNRR areas require matching their project extension with 
natural cycle requirements (for example the forest cycle). 
32 See correlation table in Annex 4: Independent Variable Significant Correlations 
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Appendix 6: Sales growth regression  
 
regress sale_growth company_size RM NNRR industry services same_sector partner 
process_innovation fontec_financing , robust 
 
Linear regression                                      Number of obs =      91 
                                                       F(  9,    81) =    1.95 
                                                       Prob > F      =  0.0556 
                                                       R-squared     =  0.1251 
                                                       Root MSE      =  .85862 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
             |               Robust 
 sale_growth |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
company_size |  -1.13e-08   5.04e-09    -2.25   0.027    -2.13e-08   -1.29e-09 
          RM |   .5507732   .2174388     2.53   0.013     .1181381    .9834083 
        NNRR |   1.125092   .4142521     2.72   0.008       .30086    1.949323 
    industry |    .721645   .3219492     2.24   0.028      .081067    1.362223 
    services |   .6646693   .3450698     1.93   0.058    -.0219113     1.35125 
 same_sector |  -.2729856    .196785    -1.39   0.169     -.664526    .1185548 
     partner |   .0298545   .2889991     0.10   0.918    -.5451631    .6048721 
process_in~n |  -.0595505   .1916172    -0.31   0.757    -.4408086    .3217077 
fontec_fin~g |  -1.140361   1.223133    -0.93   0.354    -3.574012     1.29329 
       _cons |  -.0850657   .4678673    -0.18   0.856    -1.015975    .8458436 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
  
dprobit sale_growth_control company_size RM NNRR industry services same_sector 
partner process_innovation fontec_financing , robust 
 
Iteration 0:   log pseudolikelihood =  -62.40993 
Iteration 1:   log pseudolikelihood = -50.705393 
Iteration 2:   log pseudolikelihood = -50.152092 
Iteration 3:   log pseudolikelihood = -50.145507 
Iteration 4:   log pseudolikelihood = -50.145505 
 
Probit regression, reporting marginal effects           Number of obs =     91 
                                                        Wald chi2(9)  =  22.83 
                                                        Prob > chi2   = 0.0066 
Log pseudolikelihood = -50.145505                       Pseudo R2     = 0.1965 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
         |               Robust 
sale_g~l |      dF/dx   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     x-bar  [    95% C.I.   ] 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
compa~ze |  -7.24e-09   5.69e-09    -1.27   0.203   3.5e+06  -1.8e-08  3.9e-09 
      RM*|   .4825314   .1212876     3.37   0.001   .714286   .244812  .720251 
    NNRR*|   .5919592   .1028044     2.82   0.005   .186813   .390466  .793452 
industry*|   .6720685   .1807262     2.60   0.009    .43956   .317852  1.02629 
services*|   .4759658   .2067075     1.82   0.070   .318681   .070826  .881105 
same_s~r*|  -.3045456    .123519    -2.24   0.025   .637363  -.546638 -.062453 
 partner*|    .267166   .1330257     1.94   0.053   .747253   .006441  .527892 
proces~n*|   .0183008    .116373     0.16   0.875   .527473  -.209786  .246388 
fontec~g |  -1.140454   .7327941    -1.56   0.120   .355495   -2.5767  .295796 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  obs. P |   .5604396 
 pred. P |   .5741894  (at x-bar) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
(*) dF/dx is for discrete change of dummy variable from 0 to 1 
    z and P>|z| correspond to the test of the underlying coefficient being 0 
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dprobit sale_growth_average company_size RM NNRR industry services same_sector 
partner process_innovation fontec_financing , robust 
 
Iteration 0:   log pseudolikelihood = -60.631338 
Iteration 1:   log pseudolikelihood = -51.922882 
Iteration 2:   log pseudolikelihood = -51.280696 
Iteration 3:   log pseudolikelihood = -51.192968 
Iteration 4:   log pseudolikelihood = -51.187754 
Iteration 5:   log pseudolikelihood = -51.187739 
 
Probit regression, reporting marginal effects           Number of obs =     91 
                                                        Wald chi2(9)  =  22.27 
                                                        Prob > chi2   = 0.0081 
Log pseudolikelihood = -51.187739                       Pseudo R2     = 0.1558 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
         |               Robust 
sale_g~e |      dF/dx   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     x-bar  [    95% C.I.   ] 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
compa~ze |  -2.56e-08   9.53e-09    -2.65   0.008   3.5e+06  -4.4e-08 -6.9e-09 
      RM*|   .3453051   .1023766     2.75   0.006   .714286   .144651   .54596 
    NNRR*|   .6699614   .1713655     2.46   0.014   .186813   .334091  1.00583 
industry*|   .4088086   .2506921     1.51   0.130    .43956  -.082539  .900156 
services*|   .2766579    .275654     1.00   0.319   .318681  -.263614   .81693 
same_s~r*|   -.219081    .131181    -1.67   0.094   .637363  -.476191  .038029 
 partner*|   .0837538   .1261443     0.64   0.520   .747253  -.163485  .330992 
proces~n*|   -.067096   .1125195    -0.60   0.551   .527473   -.28763  .153438 
fontec~g |  -.6117717   .7029399    -0.87   0.384   .355495  -1.98951  .765965 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  obs. P |   .3846154 
 pred. P |   .3436135  (at x-bar) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
(*) dF/dx is for discrete change of dummy variable from 0 to 1 
    z and P>|z| correspond to the test of the underlying coefficient being 0 
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Appendix 7: Employment growth regressions  
 
regress employ_growth company_size RM NNRR industry services same_sector partner 
process_innovation fontec_financing , robust 
 
Linear regression                                      Number of obs =      89 
                                                       F(  9,    79) =    0.74 
                                                       Prob > F      =  0.6741 
                                                       R-squared     =  0.0989 
                                                       Root MSE      =  .69127 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
             |               Robust 
employ_gro~h |      Coef.   Std. Err.      t    P>|t|     [95% Conf. Interval] 
-------------+---------------------------------------------------------------- 
company_size |  -9.18e-09   4.34e-09    -2.12   0.038    -1.78e-08   -5.43e-10 
          RM |   .2756507   .1843609     1.50   0.139    -.0913106     .642612 
        NNRR |    .646412   .3753975     1.72   0.089    -.1007981    1.393622 
    industry |   .3817436   .2390177     1.60   0.114    -.0940093    .8574966 
    services |   .1916994   .1838461     1.04   0.300     -.174237    .5576358 
 same_sector |  -.2405894   .1903135    -1.26   0.210    -.6193991    .1382202 
     partner |   .2016052   .1619295     1.25   0.217    -.1207075    .5239179 
process_in~n |  -.0392359   .1349844    -0.29   0.772    -.3079157    .2294439 
fontec_fin~g |   .5430173   .8660396     0.63   0.532    -1.180791    2.266826 
       _cons |  -.4711793   .3577298    -1.32   0.192    -1.183223     .240864 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
 
 
dprobit employ_growth_control company_size RM NNRR industry services same_sector 
partner process_innovation fontec_financing , robust 
 
Iteration 0:   log pseudolikelihood = -48.627142 
Iteration 1:   log pseudolikelihood = -41.246205 
Iteration 2:   log pseudolikelihood = -40.722554 
Iteration 3:   log pseudolikelihood = -40.707917 
Iteration 4:   log pseudolikelihood = -40.707899 
 
Probit regression, reporting marginal effects           Number of obs =     89 
                                                        Wald chi2(9)  =  18.03 
                                                        Prob > chi2   = 0.0348 
Log pseudolikelihood = -40.707899                       Pseudo R2     = 0.1629 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
         |               Robust 
employ~l |      dF/dx   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     x-bar  [    95% C.I.   ] 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
compa~ze |  -2.39e-09   4.04e-09    -0.59   0.556   3.7e+06  -1.0e-08  5.5e-09 
      RM*|  -.0818304   .1027964    -0.75   0.453   .696629  -.283308  .119647 
    NNRR*|   .1982968   .1066745     1.30   0.194   .179775  -.010781  .407375 
industry*|   .3567827   .1623726     2.00   0.046   .449438   .038538  .675027 
services*|   .1999439    .139675     1.22   0.223   .314607  -.073814  .473702 
same_s~r*|  -.2616286   .0805857    -2.85   0.004   .651685  -.419574 -.103683 
 partner*|   .1434607   .1193177     1.28   0.200   .730337  -.090398  .377319 
proces~n*|   .0373798   .0839106     0.44   0.658   .494382  -.127082  .201841 
fontec~g |    .972481   .5456112     1.81   0.070   .353034  -.096897  2.04186 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  obs. P |   .7640449 
 pred. P |   .8113363  (at x-bar) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
(*) dF/dx is for discrete change of dummy variable from 0 to 1 
    z and P>|z| correspond to the test of the underlying coefficient being 0 
 
.  
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dprobit employ_growth_average company_size RM NNRR industry services same_sector 
partner process_innovation fontec_financing , robust 
 
Iteration 0:   log pseudolikelihood =  -54.61871 
Iteration 1:   log pseudolikelihood = -49.989881 
Iteration 2:   log pseudolikelihood = -49.430433 
Iteration 3:   log pseudolikelihood = -49.250897 
Iteration 4:   log pseudolikelihood = -49.235451 
Iteration 5:   log pseudolikelihood = -49.235354 
 
Probit regression, reporting marginal effects           Number of obs =     89 
                                                        Wald chi2(9)  =  12.47 
                                                        Prob > chi2   = 0.1879 
Log pseudolikelihood = -49.235354                       Pseudo R2     = 0.0986 
 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
         |               Robust 
employ~e |      dF/dx   Std. Err.      z    P>|z|     x-bar  [    95% C.I.   ] 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
compa~ze |  -2.43e-08   9.74e-09    -2.35   0.019   3.7e+06  -4.3e-08 -5.2e-09 
      RM*|   .0967041   .1092161     0.84   0.398   .696629  -.117355  .310764 
    NNRR*|   .2255768   .3053707     0.79   0.432   .179775  -.372939  .824092 
industry*|   .1859728   .2294825     0.81   0.420   .449438  -.263805   .63575 
services*|   .0536609   .2285455     0.24   0.811   .314607   -.39428  .501602 
same_s~r*|  -.0353324   .1145593    -0.31   0.757   .651685  -.259865    .1892 
 partner*|   .0870907   .1025184     0.80   0.423   .730337  -.113842  .288023 
proces~n*|   .0351766   .0973277     0.36   0.717   .494382  -.155582  .225935 
fontec~g |    .915393   .5828025     1.58   0.115   .353034  -.226879  2.05766 
---------+-------------------------------------------------------------------- 
  obs. P |   .3033708 
 pred. P |   .2482607  (at x-bar) 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 
(*) dF/dx is for discrete change of dummy variable from 0 to 1 
    z and P>|z| correspond to the test of the underlying coefficient being 0 
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